TWENTY-SEVEN YEARS OF "STAINLESS STEEL" PRODUCTION

The Peavey Nashville 1000 Amplifier
MERIDIAN, Miss.— In May of 1996, many of the top pro steel guitarists gathered at a local rehearsal facility in
Nashville, Tennessee to share their expertise in the development of what is now known as the Nashville 1000 amplifier.
Cabinet construction and materials can alter the way an amp is voiced. By simply experimenting with different types of
wood, the final voicing of the amplifier can be affected. Through the years, we have designed and utilized several different
equalization circuits for steel guitar amps, and our experience with active circuits have resulted in the most flexible tonal
capabilities available for steel guitar reproduction. This circuit has been very popular among players who have used the
Session 500, Vegas 400 and Nashville 400 amps.
We believe that by simply modifying the equalization circuit is not enough, but improving on the overall amp is.
Therefore, we combined new cabinet design with a new digital power amp for precise signal reproduction, included the
proven 1501-4 ohm Black Widow shallow basket speaker, an enhanced tone circuit and added a low level patch loop for
your favorite effects processor. The post eq patch point and premium Accutronics 2 spring reverb can also be activated or
defeated by footswitch. The "pre eq patch" point allows the connection of your volume pedal "in circuit" so that the decay
of the effect being used is not cut off when the volume is decreased. By requests, we have also included an XLR balanced
line output for routing the signal to a mixing console or snake.
What about the sound, you ask? The key word is "precise." Peavey Electronics has pioneered early digital product designs
since the early 1980's. The analog preamp allows you to dial up a desirable tone for the 300 watt digital amp to amplify.
With less than 0.3% THD from 1 watt to 300 watts, the power amp signal is virtually transparent, resulting in unmatched
clarity, quality and "preciseness." Maintaining extreme low and high frequencies with a very smooth mid range is critical
for reproduction, and this combination ensures that every note is evenly heard.
Check the Nashville 1000 out at your local authorized Peavey dealer. Stay tuned for more innovative steel guitar products
from Peavey!

